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Bring:  
Comfortable Folding Chair 
Layers of clothes it will be very cold 
Optional sleeping bag helps with the cold (warning you may fall asleep) 

FLASH light 
Snacks or Hot Beverage 
Your ET contact tool app (optional) 
Any electronic recording device 
Your awareness 

Location: 
Cibbets Flat Camping 
Fred Canyon Rd, Pine Valley, CA 91962 
Time: 1-2pm meetup for daytime orientation 
 
• Set up camp 
• Meet and greet 
• Ce5DayTime training 
• Meditation and Remote viewing exercise 
• Eat [optional there is a Casino 8 mins away] 
• 8pm Contact work begins 
 

 

The luminescent flying energy field 

Flashbulbs Abound 

The Invisible footsteps 

  orbs 

  the red blob 

Victoria      Robert +Vicky        Cameron             Pete 
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Day Time CE5: 
 
Victoria, Robert, Vicky and I did a 
daytime CE5, site orientation and 
remote viewing exercises.   
 
They did very well in the remote viewing 
of images as a team.   
 
To remote view only geometry, shapes, 
colors, textures, material, feelings just 
the components. 
 
Note: camp site 23= 2+3=5 there was 5 
of us. 

Target 1 

Target 2 
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Pete felt Victoria will get a visitation 
by her tent; Pete did not say 
anything, because he did not want 
to plant any mental suggestions or 
fear since she was apprehensive 
camping in the wild for the first 
time.  She was concerned with 
bears and snakes but I told her the 8 
year old pee wee football kids with 
military like redneck dads camping 
loudly by us was more of a danger 
to us.  Also, the number 2 pops in 
Pete’s head. 
 

10:17pm:  North @ 45 
degrees Peter saw a flash bulb 
10:40pm:  Victoria & Cameron 
both heard heavy footsteps to 
the Northeast 
11:01pm:  To the right side of 
Victoria she felt a being near 
her side and immediately after 
she felt that Cameron had 
mentioned verbally that he, 
also felt there was an entity 
nearby listening to our 
telepathic CE5 protocol and 
feeling our loving energy 
trying to initiate contact. 
NOTE: Victoria did not 
mention the being near her 
side to the Northwest/west 
until after Cameron 
mentioned the presence. 
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11:11pm:  North-northeast between the 
large and small trees below the mountain 
ridge Cameron saw a large red flash 
streaking downward from 7 degrees to 3 
degrees. Note our sister team 
Ce5SanteFeMx Habib, also saw a red flash 
streak in their GlobalCe5. 
11:42pm:  North-northeast 7 degrees 
North-northeast between the large and 
small trees below the mountain ridge 
Peter & Cameron saw a green flashbulb.  
East @ 60 degrees Victoria saw a very 
bright flashbulb 
Pete ate, too much Alfredo and is getting a 
food coma.  He broke rule number 1 never 
eat heavy before CE5. 
12:45am:   North @ 7 degrees in the tree 
Cameron saw a very bright white flash 
bulb in the large tree to the north behind 
Victoria. 
12:46am:   West @ 80 degrees Peter saw a 
red flashbulb - 2 flashes 
 

1:11am:  Southwest @ 70 degrees 
Cameron saw one white flashbulb 
1:23am:  North @ 45 degrees Peter saw 2 
red flashbulbs 
1:30am:  Northeast @ 75 degrees 
Cameron saw a white flashbulb 
1:32am:  North @ 90 degrees Peter saw 
red flashbulb 
2:00am:  The sky become completely 
crystal clear. Note prior Pete’s remote 
view the number 2 
  
2:13am:  North @ 80 degrees Peter saw 
red flashbulb 
2:18am:  North @ 30 degrees Peter saw 
white blob from north 30 degrees straight 
down to horizon 
2:19am:   East @ 10 degrees Peter saw 2 
white flashbulbs 
2:22am:   North @ 90 degrees Peter & 
Cameron saw the white blob from north 
90 degrees to south moving very quick 
about 20 degrees in length 
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2:28am:  North-Northeast @ 30 
degrees Cameron saw a red 
blob in the north-northeast to 
right of big tree at 30 degrees 
2:58am: East @ 10 degrees 
Peter saw a white flashbulb 
3:08am: Cameron recorded 
Robert snoring [it was a long 
day for Robert he had many 
things going on] 
3:09am: East @ 25 degrees 
Cameron saw a very bright and 
slow white flashbulb 
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The Morning After: 
 
Victoria had a visitation by her 
tent after our Global CE5 she 
heard footstep going around 
her tent.  It was complete 
darkness no moon and if it was 
a person they would have 
tripped on the tent’s stake 
lines.  This was confirmed with 
Vicky’s throat clearing to shoo 
away the foot steps.  I heard 
Vicky’s shooing as I tried to 
sleep in my tent just 20 feet 
away. 



This is my first CE5 expedition. I have been looking for it 
for a long time. Before this trip meeting the other group 
members, Peter, Robert, Vicki, and Cameron, I had been 
visited twice nearby or in my room. I could not see them 
but was able to hear them. How do I know now? I was 
surfing the web and suddenly heard the crop circle tone. 
Only one particular. My suggestion is that do not discredit 
the "sound." At that time I thought I was crazy or way too 
eager to contact with ETs. I was imaging myself. Not 
knowing it was "them" preparing me for contact. Secondly 
I feel they would reveal themselves gradually in personal 
level of comfort and acceptability or receptiveness. My 
first "wink" from the craft was before the group actual 
start. Peter seemed to know. He stayed right behind me 
when he was playing the crop circle tones from his phone. 
He seemed to deliberately sit behind me knowing I was 
soooo eager to communicate with the intelligent beings. 
Peter was able to sense it. He was such a facilitator. I am 
very grateful for this. When we out in the field, I did not 
experience like in Dr. Greer or seeing a craft that would 
woe me. Rather I realize my remote viewing skill is quite 
real. We all at some point told to disregard our intuition 
or innate feelings. Everything must be evidence base.  

I found myself only you yourself contain internal encompass 
which had been implanted by the intelligence when you 
were born. But this encompass would only actualize its 
power or its magic under 4 premises: self awareness and 
acceptance to differences, self liberation/freedom comes 
from moderations and our deliberated desolation/avoidance 
to the inconveniences that we may cause through our 
journey, rooted innate civilized behaviors, and finally and the 
most important aspect radiating with true kindness and 
good intentions in every thing we do and words we say. The 
contact experience was compromised with me freezing like a 
popsicle. I told ETs" that is it! You are not showing me the big 
reveal. I am out. I am freezing to the bone." I walked back to 
get into survival mode. Then suddenly I felt my left side 
having some kind of heat. I thought maybe the heat 
generator that Robert brought to the camp. But Robert was 
in the field with the group. Again I discredit it again. So that 
was another mistake I made. My feeling is that the intelligent 
beings come in their term and time but they do listen to your 
needs. Love that. My last encounter before I succumbed to 
physical limitation was hearing foot steps around my tent. I 
remembered two particular some wind blows. Then foot 
steps appeared. One particularly around my tent to my right. 
I was fully awake with clear conscious. I knew the time was 
the most active time. No flash light but foot steps around my 
tent. I told them " I love you. Can I see your faces." Anyway, I 
expected to much. That was another mistake. However, I 
think I have confirmation for me to pursue this path. So 
happy to find my call. 

Victoria’s report 



This past weekend my wife Vickie and I had the pleasure of being 
guests of the San Diego CE-5 Initiative Team. It was our first official 
joint CE-5 experience. We were welcomed quite graciously by Peter 
Chan, a well seasoned ambassador to our Star Friends. The setting was 
a remote and beautiful getaway in the San Diego mountains. It was 
however alive with activity from other campers in the area. The 
temperature chilled quite significantly during the evening and morning 
e...arly hours, as we sought contact. The night sky was nothing short of 
spectacular. 
My first "sightings" were as I was told, tricks my eyes were playing on 
me, however, I can't help but feel that on some level, that state of 
consciousness I experienced wasn't entirely just a newbie's 
enthusiastic error. Real or imagined, I felt that somehow, someway, 
that was the universe inviting me to open the door and come out and 
play. 
I learned quite a bit, as I took my first steps through the galactic doors 
of perception. I believe I will only build on this event, to become 
deeper aware and in tune with all that IS, that we don't typically 
perceive. 
Most of all, I am reminded of why we (I) do this, and that is to be a 
vessel of love for all of the Creators creatures, and to truly know that 
sum total of all of the minds in the universe is ONE, and that we are 
infinitely eternal. THIS is my path to being rid of FEAR. This is my path 
to help my fellow Terrains come to know that we truly have HOPE. We 
don't have to succumb to belief systems and concepts that have us 
hating and fearing each other, our E.T. family, and most of all ourselves. 
There is NO separation. 
Thank you, CE-5 San Diego. Until we gather together again. 

Robert’s report 
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11/14/15 CE5 Report - RAW DATA [provided by Cameron] 
10:17pm North @ 45 degrees Peter saw a flash bulb 
10:40pm Victoria & Cameron both heard heavy footsteps in the Northeast 
11:01pm Northwest to the right side of Victoria Victoria felt a being near her side and 
right after she felt that Cameron had mentioned verbally that he felt there was an 
entity nearby listening to our telepathic CE5 protocol and feeling our loving energy 
trying to initiate contact. NOTE: Victoria did not mention the being near her side to the 
Northwest/west until after Cameron told her the above. 
11:11pm North-northeast between the large and small trees below the mountain 
ridge Cameron saw a large red flash streaking downward from 7 degrees to 3 degrees. 
11:24pm Helicopter flying over from East - Southwest The sky is beginning to clear up 
11:42pm North-northeast 7 degrees North-northeast between the large and small 
trees below the mountain ridge Peter & Cameron saw a green flashbulb 
11:42pm East @ 60 degrees Victoria saw a very bright flashbulb  
12:45am North @ 7 degrees in tree Cameron saw a very bright white flash bulb in the 
large tree to the north behind Victoria at about 7 degrees  
12:46am West @ 80 degrees Peter saw a red flashbulb - 2 flashes 
1:11am Southwest @ 70 degrees Cameron saw one white flashbulb 
1:23am North @ 45 degrees Peter saw 2 red flashbulbs 
1:30am Northeast @ 75 degrees Cameron saw a white flashbulb 
1:32am North @ 90 degrees Peter saw red flashbulb 
2:00pm The sky become completely crystal clear 
2:13pm North @ 80 degrees Peter saw red flashbulb 
2:18am North @ 30 degrees Peter saw white blob from north 30 degrees straight 
down to horizon 
2:19am East @ 10 degrees Peter saw 2 white flashbulbs 
2:22am North @ 90 degrees Peter & Cameron saw the white blob from north 90 
degrees to south moving very quick about 20 degrees in length 
2:28am North-Northeast @ 30 degrees Cameron saw a red blob in the north-
northeast to right of big tree at 30 degrees 
2:58am East @ 10 degrees Peter saw a white flashbulb 
3:08am Cameron recorded Robert snoring 
3:09am East @ 25 degrees Cameron saw a very bright and slow white flashbulb 
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